SFC Honors Syrics, Earmarks Chapel Fines for Greek Relief

Two hundred fifty dollars of last year’s collection of chapel fines, as a Greek relief in behalf of Bill Serio, the Student Faculty Relations Committee decided this week.

Mr. Syrics, a junior-off-campus residence hall institution himself, is sympathy for the Greek relief and the generous Greek relief until their several months now.

Four boys responsible for their fines students who overexert-chapel have hereunder been given to non-college pupils. They must hand over the full amount of $50 to CARE. Campus Government plans to employ the ten percent in return for presentation, and 2000 dollars can be employed for the organ.

New Highway

Elsewhere on the campus the new highway passes through the principal valley in the settlement of political and administrative buildings. The new plan is designed to provide an ideal of the governing body. The highway will start a 15-minute daily inspection and is expected to reduce the number of vehicles in the area. The time action will be taken.

Sod and Student Publications

Some students, who grabbed the new construction, prefer that the principal valins be in the political and administrative buildings. The new plan is designed to provide an ideal of the governing body. The highway will start a 15-minute daily inspection and is expected to reduce the number of vehicles in the area. The time action will be taken.

Margaret Bidwell
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**British Present Case For Nationalized Industries.**

*Find American Women Blend of French and English*

**As Others Say It**

**Kernenans Method.**

In the course of the singing of grace at Kensington dining room falls down a great lady!

Prophet in prayer which is a blessing is added or thanks extended. Is little what happens to Kernenans of God. It is not what he knows, but at least at several of the needs.

During the prayer the other side something happened — something the prophet thought the tens of thousands. This incident was the throwing of a glass at the place of the father during the singing of grace. Don't you believe that this was a very poor showing of respect towards God and towards the person that was giving the prayer?**

**SMOKER INVESTIGATION.**

Last March, following the series of fires in小额 as incendiaries, the HRC and the administration promised to investigate the possibilities of a need in lower numbers.

**Where is he?**

Has anything been done? Has an excuse of cause been given. And the matter was one of the last.
Cage Team Travels to Michigan For Three Games This Weekend

Wooster's Striders will have a busy weekend coming this week as they play three games in three days. All games will be played in Michigan.

Casey Selleck will manage the team this weekend while Chuck Williams will travel with the team.

Canton Kent State vs. Shaker Heights

Shaker Heights faltered in the first set but managed to pull away in the second set. Selleck led the team with 16 points. Canton Kent State defeated Shaker Heights 2-0.

Althof Points Record

Althof, who is one of the best players in the league, was named the most valuable player for his performance in the game.
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Alumni Aid Orphans of S.S. Noronic Victims

JIMMY TIMANS

"Ever remembering, never forgetting..."

The Love Song became increasingly significant this year to the Woonsocket Alumni of the class of 1998 when they established a fund to aid the two orphaned children of their former classmates, Dr. and Mrs. James Timans who died in the tragic S.S. Noronic fire in Canada September 17.

More than 500 dollars has already been raised for Jimmy, 5, and his sister Barbara, 7 months, who are being raised by Verne T. Truesdell of Rocky Knoll.

"We thought Jim would like us to remember him this way," said Mrs. Patricia Cooper, 401 Johnson street, Bellevue, one of the agents for the fund. "Preparing for the old man's funeral seemed to us to be the best form of living memory."

Previous to the Timans family, the family residing in Lakewood, the children did not acquire any parents in the ill-fated cruise of the Great Lakes. They have been adopted by Mrs. and Mrs. Kenneth Weeks of Foreney, Mrs. Weeks is the sister of the late Dr. Truesdell.

The 25-year-old M.D. was known for his "honor's seemed to us to be the best form of living memory."

Previous to the Timans family, the family residing in Lakewood, the children did not acquire any parents in the ill-fated cruise of the Great Lakes. They have been adopted by Mrs. and Mrs. Kenneth Weeks of Foreney, Mrs. Weeks is the sister of the late Dr. Truesdell.

The 25-year-old M.D. was known for his "honor's..."

BARBARA TIMANS

(Continued from page 2)

regarded, the two teams attended each other's games in the style typical of their national declining attitudes. The British, with their back to the wall, opposing, battled out their own game with streamlined design. But the listener, and Compton, put their measure on a foundation of statistics. The Americans went along with the rest of their opponents, even to the extent of agreeing that the American distance in this country is a lot more competitive promoting a better plane.

Britishers

Dr. Owen's hospital trip to Lakewood, the children did not acquire any parents in the ill-fated cruise of the Great Lakes. They have been adopted by Mrs. and Mrs. Kenneth Weeks of Foreney, Mrs. Weeks is the sister of the late Dr. Truesdell.

The 25-year-old M.D. was known for his "honor's..."

Peter Grimes

(Continued from page 2)

is a chief comedian and an expert on behalf of the mainstays from the mainstays. He should continue to get good character parts.

Lynn Gott did a well-received professional job in directing the production. The stage business was excellent throughout.

Are you today good to the last word?

SANTAN Fills his pack AT FREEBLENDS'

12 STORES IN ONE

GAINING WEIGHT

"Don't be Disappointed..."

You Can be a Hit, With the Proper Fit

VALDURA CORSET SHOP

AMERICAN HOTEL

PHONE 353-W

SANTA

WOMEN'S ACCESSORIES

DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT

The finest villages in the world are really established on main road of Dry Goods Stores. Chains from Canada, Jewelry, Gift Shop, Charles, History, Northern, Cumberland, and Northfield Gifts.

DOMESTICS - GIFTS

Here you will find all practical gifts for homes, kids, sisters, grandmas, ladies, Gift Shop, Norway, and genuine stock of Fabric of all kinds.

MEN'S STORE - SECOND FLOOR

Relating Accessories—Bathrooms and Living Rm. Fitted, Lamps, Lingerie and Furnishings. Home Wear, Trousers, Underwear, Clothing from Lippes, Mackay, Dows, Lippes, L. C. TUGGER STUDIO.

BOYS' OWN STORE - 2nd floor

Here you will find all kinds, mostly from Bellaire, bills, rich, dresses, boys, girls, Jack, Chelm, and dozens of other practical items.

BOY SCOUT SHOP

Here you will find all the kind, mostly from Bellaire, boys, girls, Jack, Chelm, and dozens of other practical items.

EXTERNAL ENTRANCE TO BOTH STORES

Dress the sign according to taste — a poppy design, or whatever you fancy.
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